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Abstract—Changing network conditions pose severe problems
to video streaming in the Internet. HTTP adaptive streaming
(HAS) is a technology employed by numerous video services that
relieves these issues by adapting the video to the current network conditions. It enables service providers to improve resource
utilization and Quality of Experience (QoE) by incorporating
information from different layers in order to deliver and adapt
a video in its best possible quality. Thereby, it allows taking into
account end user device capabilities, available video quality levels,
current network conditions, and current server load. For end
users, the major benefits of HAS compared to classical HTTP
video streaming are reduced interruptions of the video playback
and higher bandwidth utilization, which both generally result in
a higher QoE. Adaptation is possible by changing the frame rate,
resolution, or quantization of the video, which can be done with
various adaptation strategies and related client- and server-side
actions. The technical development of HAS, existing open standardized solutions, but also proprietary solutions are reviewed
in this paper as fundamental to derive the QoE influence factors
that emerge as a result of adaptation. The main contribution is
a comprehensive survey of QoE related works from human computer interaction and networking domains, which are structured
according to the QoE impact of video adaptation. To be more
precise, subjective studies that cover QoE aspects of adaptation
dimensions and strategies are revisited. As a result, QoE influence
factors of HAS and corresponding QoE models are identified, but
also open issues and conflicting results are discussed. Furthermore, technical influence factors, which are often ignored in the
context of HAS, affect perceptual QoE influence factors and are
consequently analyzed. This survey gives the reader an overview of
the current state of the art and recent developments. At the same
time, it targets networking researchers who develop new solutions
for HTTP video streaming or assess video streaming from a user
centric point of view. Therefore, this paper is a major step toward
truly improving HAS.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS, video is the most dominant application in
the Internet. According to a recent study and forecast [1],
global Internet video traffic accounted for 15 PB per month
in 2012, which is 57% of all consumer traffic. By 2017, it is
expected to reach 52 PB per month, which will then be 69% of
the entire consumer Internet traffic. Two thirds of all that traffic
will then be delivered by content delivery networks (CDN)
like YouTube, which is already today one of the most popular
Internet applications.
For a long period of time, YouTube has been employing
a server-based streaming, but recently it introduced HTTP
adaptive streaming (HAS) [2] as its default delivery/playout
method. HAS requires the video to be available in multiple bit
rates, i.e., in different quality levels/representations, and split
into small segments each containing a few seconds of playtime.
The client measures the current bandwidth and/or buffer status
and requests the next part of the video in an appropriate bit rate,
such that stalling (i.e., the interruption of playback due to empty
playout buffers) is avoided and the available bandwidth is best
possibly utilized.
This trend can not only be observed with YouTube, which
is a prominent example, but nowadays an increasing number
of video applications employ HAS, as it has several more benefits compared to classical streaming. First, offering multiple
bit rates of video enables video service providers to adapt
the delivered video to the users’ demands. As an example, a
high bit rate video, which is desired by home users typically
enjoying high speed Internet access and big display screens,
is not suitable for mobile users with a small display device
and slower data access. Second, different service levels and/or
pricing schemes can be offered to customers. For example, the
customers could select themselves which bit rate level, i.e.,
which quality level they want to consume. Moreover, adaptive
streaming allows for flexible service models, such that a user
can increase or decrease the video quality during playback if
desired, and can be charged at the end of a viewing session
exactly taking into account the consumed service levels [3].
Finally and most important, the current video bit rate, and hence
the demanded delivery bandwidth, can be adapted dynamically
to changing network and server/CDN conditions. If the video
is available in only one bit rate and the conditions change,
either the bit rate is smaller than the available bandwidth which
leads to a smooth playback but spares resources which could
be utilized for a better video quality, or the video bit rate is
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Fig. 1. Structure of the article. Starting from the Quality of Experience of HTTP video streaming, technical possibilities of adaptation and the resulting influence
on Quality of Experience are in the focus of this work.

higher than the available bandwidth which leads to delays and
eventually stalling, which degrades the Quality of Experience
(QoE) severely (e.g., [4] and [5]). Thus, adaptive streaming
might improve the QoE of video streaming.
HAS is an evolving technology which is also of interest for
the research community. The open questions are manifold and
cover both the planning phase and the operational phase.
Planning Phase:
• How (i.e., with which parameters) to convert a source
video to given target bit rates?
• Which dimensions (image quality, spatial, temporal) to
adapt?
Operational Phase
• When (i.e., under which circumstances) to adapt?
• Which quality representation to request?
Moreover, the performance of existing implementations or
proposed algorithms has to be evaluated and improvements
have to be identified. This is especially important as today’s
mechanisms do not take into account the resulting QoE of end
users. However, QoE is the most important performance metric
as video services are expected to maximize the satisfaction of
their users.
In the research community, some surveys exist, which relate
to HAS, but mainly focus on visual quality (e.g., [6]–[9]) or
streaming technology (e.g., [10]–[14]). However, no survey
of the relationship of HAS and subjectively perceived quality
has been done. Such QoE aspects of adaptation have already
been investigated in subjective end user studies in different
disciplines and communities. This work surveys these studies,
identifies influence factors and QoE models, and discusses
challenges toward new HAS mechanisms. Therefore, this article follows the structure as depicted in Fig. 1: In Section II,
the main influence factors of QoE of HTTP video streaming,
i.e., initial delay and stalling, are outlined. As changing video
quality levels (i.e., adaptation) introduces new impacts on QoE,
the remainder of the work will focus on adaptation. Section III
presents the approach of HTTP adaptive streaming and describes the current state of the art. Section IV describes the
influences on QoE which arise from the employed adaptation

strategy and parameters. The dimensions of adaptation which
can be utilized for HAS are outlined in Section V. As end
users perceive the quality adaptation when using a HAS service,
Section VI surveys the influence of each dimension on QoE and
describes possible trade-offs. Section VII presents user experience related impairments in a shared network and respective
countermeasures. Finally, Section VIII maps the key findings
to different stakeholder perspectives discussing the lessons
learned, challenges, and future work, and Section IX concludes.
II. Q UALITY OF E XPERIENCE I NFLUENCE FACTORS OF
HTTP V IDEO S TREAMING
HTTP video streaming (video on demand streaming) is a
combination of download and concurrent playback. It transmits
the video data to the client via HTTP where it is stored in an
application buffer. After a sufficient amount of data has been
downloaded (i.e., the video file download does not need to be
complete yet), the client can start to play out the video from
the buffer. As the video is transmitted over TCP, the client
receives an undisturbed copy of the video file. However, there
are a number of real world scenarios in which the properties
(most importantly instantaneous throughput and latency) of
a communication link serving a certain multimedia service
are fluctuating. Such changes can typically appear when communicating through a best effort network (e.g., the Internet)
where the networking infrastructure is not under control of an
operator from end to end, and thus, its performance cannot
be guaranteed. Another example is reception of multimedia
content through a mobile channel, where the channel conditions
are changing over time due to fading, interferences, and noise.
These network issues (e.g., packet loss, insufficient bandwidth,
delay, and jitter) will decrease the throughput and introduce
delays at the application layer. As a consequence, the playout
buffer fills more slowly or even depletes. If the buffer is
empty, the playback of the video has to be interrupted until
enough data for playback continuation has been received. These
interruptions are referred to as stalling or rebuffering.
In telecommunication networks, the Quality of Service
(QoS) is expressed objectively by network parameters like
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packet loss, delay, or jitter. However, a good QoS does not
guarantee that all customers experience the service to be good.
Thus, Quality of Experience (QoE)—a concept of subjectively
perceived quality—was introduced [15]. It takes into account
how customers perceive the overall value of a service, and thus,
relies on subjective criteria. For HTTP video streaming, [4],
[16] show in their results that initial delay and stalling are the
key influence factors of QoE. However, changing the transmitted video quality as employed by HTTP adaptive streaming
introduces a new perceptual dimension. Therefore, in this paper
we will present detailed results on the influence of adaptation
on subjectively perceived video quality.
In general, the QoE influence factors can be categorized into
technical and perceptual influence factors as depicted in Fig. 2.
The perceptual influence factors are directly perceived by the
end user of the application and are dependent but decoupled
from the technical development. For example, several technical
reasons can introduce initial delay, but the end user only perceives the waiting time. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze
also the technical influence factors, which drive the perception
of the end users. In this section, the perceptual influence factors
of HTTP video streaming will be described in detail. In later
sections (cf. Fig. 1), we will focus on HAS specific parameters.
A. Initial Delay
Initial delay is always present in a multimedia streaming
service as a certain amount of data must be transferred before
decoding and playback can begin. The practical value of the
minimal achievable initial delay thus depends on the available
transmission data rate and the encoder settings. Usually, the
video playback is delayed more than technically necessary
in order to fill the playout buffer with a bigger amount of
video playtime in the receiver at first. The playout buffer is an
efficient tool used to tackle short term throughput variations.
However, the amount of initially buffered playtime needs to be
traded off between the actual length of the corresponding delay
(more buffered playtime = longer initial delay) and the risk of
buffer depletion, i.e., stalling (more buffered playtime = higher
robustness to short term throughput variations).
Reference [17] shows that the impact of initial delays
strongly depends on the concrete application. Thus, results
obtained for other services (e.g., web page load times [18],
IPTV channel zapping time [19], and UMTS connection setup
time [20]) cannot easily be transferred to video streaming.
However, those works presume a logarithmic relationship between waiting times and mean opinion score (MOS), which is
a measure of subjectively perceived quality (QoE). References
[17] and [21] find fundamental differences between initial
delays and stalling. Reference [17] observes that initial delays
are preferred to stalling by around 90% of users. The impact
of initial delay on perceived quality is small and depends only
on its length but not on video clip duration. In contrast to
expected initial delay, which is waiting before the service and is
well known from everyday usage of video applications, stalling
invokes a sudden unexpected interruption within the service.
Hence, stalling is processed differently by the human sensory
system, i.e., it is perceived much worse [22]. Reference [23]

Fig. 2. Taxonomy of HAS QoE influence factors surveyed in this paper.
The separation of perceptual and technical influence factors is reflected in the
structure of this work.

confirms for mobile video users that initial delays are considered less important than other parameters (e.g., technical
quality of the video or stalling) and are less critical for having
a good experience.
Thus, the impact of initial delays on QoE of video streaming is
not severe. Reference [17] shows that initial delays up to 16 s
reduce the perceived quality only marginally. As video service
users are used to some delay before the start of the playback,
they usually tolerate it if they intend to watch the video.
However, recently [24] and [25] describe a new user behavior
especially for user-generated contents. They report that users
are often browsing through videos, i.e., they start many videos
but watch only the first seconds, in order to search for some
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Fig. 3. Comparison of HTTP video streaming and HTTP adaptive video streaming. End user is not aware of service or network influences, but only perceives
initial delays, stalling, and quality adaptations.

contents they are interested in. In that case, initial delays should
be low to be accepted by the user, however, the QoE related to
video browsing is currently not investigated in research yet.
It follows for video service implementations, like for any
service, that initial delays should be kept short, but here initial
delays are not a major performance issue. Although short delays
might be desirable for user-generated content when users often
just want to peek into the video, even longer delays up to several
seconds will be tolerated, especially if users intend to watch
a video.
B. Stalling
Stalling is the stopping of video playback because of playout
buffer underrun. If the throughput of the video streaming application is lower than the video bit rate, the playout buffer will
deplete. Eventually, insufficient data is available in the buffer
and the playback of the video cannot continue. The playback
is interrupted until the buffer contains a certain amount of
video data. Here again, the amount of rebuffered playtime has
to be traded off between the length of the interruption (more
buffered playtime = longer stalling duration) and the risk of
a shortly recurring stalling event (more buffered playtime =
longer playback until potential next stalling event).
In [26], the authors show that an increased duration of
stalling decreases the quality. They also find that one long
stalling event is preferred to frequent short ones. However,
the position of stalling is not important. This last finding is
refuted in [27], which shows that there is an impact of the
position. In [28], the authors investigate both stalling and frame
rate reduction. They show that stalling is worse than frame
rate reduction. Furthermore, they show that stalling at irregular
intervals is worse than periodic stalling. In [14], stalling is
compared to quantization. The authors present a random neural
network model to estimate QoE based on both parameters.
They find in subjective studies that users are more sensitive
to stalling than to an increase of quantization parameter in the

video encoder, especially for lower values of the quantization
parameter. The authors of [4] present a model for mapping
regular stalling patterns to MOS. They show that there is an
exponential relationship between stalling parameters and MOS.
Moreover, they find that users tolerate at most one stalling event
per clip as long as its duration remains in the order of a few
seconds. More stalling results in highly dissatisfied users.
Thus, all video streaming services should avoid stalling
whenever possible, as already little stalling severely degrades
the perceived quality. Classical HTTP video streaming is
strongly limited and cannot react to fluctuating network conditions other than by trading off playout buffer size and stalling
duration. In contrast, HTTP adaptive streaming is more variable
and is able to align the delivered video stream to the current
network conditions, thereby mitigating the stalling limitation.
C. Adaptation
HTTP adaptive streaming is based on classical HTTP video
streaming but makes it possible to switch the video quality
during the playback in order to adapt to the current network
conditions. In Fig. 3, both methods are juxtaposed. To make
adaptation possible, the streaming paradigm must be changed,
such that the client, who can measure his current network
conditions at the edge of the network, controls which data rate is
suitable for the current conditions. On the server side, the video
is split into small segments and each of them is available in different quality levels/representations (which represent different
bit rate levels). Based on network measurements, the adaptation
algorithm at the client-side requests the next part of the video in
the appropriate bit rate level which is best suited under current
network conditions.
Reference [29] compares adaptive and non-adaptive streaming under vehicular mobility and reveals that quality adaptation
can effectively reduce stalling by 80% when bandwidth decreases, and is responsible for a better utilization of the available bandwidth when bandwidth increases. Also in non-mobile
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environments, HAS is useful because it avoids stalling to
the greatest possible extent by switching the quality. The
provisioning–delivery hysteresis presented in [30] confirms that
it is better to control the quality than to suffer from uncontrolled
effects like stalling. The authors compare video streaming
impairments due to packet loss to impairments due to resolution
reduction. They map objective results to subjectively perceived
quality and find that the impact of the uncontrolled degradation
(i.e., packet loss) on QoE is much more severe than the impact
of a controlled bandwidth reduction due to resolution.
Thus, HAS is an improvement over classical HTTP video
streaming as it aims to minimize uncontrolled impairments.
However, compared to classical HTTP video streaming, another dimension, i.e., the quality adaptation, was introduced
(see Fig. 3). In the context of HAS, this dimension is not
well researched. Therefore, we will present HAS in detail and
review subjective studies from different fields on the influences
of application layer adaptation on QoE of end users in the
following sections. Adaptations on other layers (e.g., network
traffic management, modification of content, CDN structure)
are not in the focus because end users eventually perceive only
resulting initial delays, stalling, or quality adaptations when
using a HAS service. Other impairments beyond video QoE,
which are caused by usage of HAS in a shared network, are
presented in Section VII.
III. C URRENT HTTP A DAPTIVE S TREAMING S OLUTIONS
A. Development and Milestones
After the first launch of an HTTP adaptive streaming solution
by Move Networks in 2006 [31]–[33], HTTP adaptive streaming was commercially rolled out by three dominant companies
in parallel—as Microsoft Silverlight Smooth Streaming (MSS)
[34] by Microsoft Corporation (2008), HTTP Live Streaming
(HLS) [35] by Apple Inc. (2009) and Adobe HTTP Dynamic
Streaming (HDS) [36], [37] by Adobe Systems Inc. (2010).
Despite their wide adoption and commercial success, these
solutions are mutually incompatible, although they share a
similar technological background (see Section III-B).
The first standardized approach to adaptive HTTP streaming
was published by 3GPP in TS 26.234 Release 9 [38] in 2009
with the intended use in Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System-Long Term Evolution (UMTS LTE) mobile communication networks. In the context of [38], the description of the
adaptive streaming technique is quite general—the fundamental
streaming principle is provided and only a brief description of
the media format is given. The work of 3GPP continued by improving the adaptive streaming solution in close collaboration
with MPEG [39] and, finally, the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH) standard for general use of HAS was
issued by MPEG in 2012 [40]. To date, the DASH specifications
are contained in four parts, defining the media presentation
description and segment formats, conformance and reference
software, implementation guidelines, and segment encryption
and authentication, respectively.
Apart from the standardization itself, it is also worth mentioning that in connection with DASH, an industry forum has
been formed in order to enable smooth implementation of DASH
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Fig. 4. Principle of adaptive HTTP streaming in a typical DASH system. The
server provides media metadata in the MPD, and media segments in different
representations. The client requests media segments in desired representations
based on MPD information and measurement of throughput and buffer fill level.

in different services. Currently, the industry forum groups over
60 members, among which important players in the multimedia
and networking market can be found [41]. One of the most
important outputs of the industry forum is DASH-AVC/264—a
recommendation of profiles and settings serving as guidelines
for implementing DASH with H.264/AVC video [42].
B. Technology Behind
It has been mentioned in Section III-A that adaptive HTTP
streaming solutions, provided as standardized or proprietary
technologies by different companies, share a similar technological background. An adaptive HTTP streaming solution
architecture can look like the one shown in Fig. 4, in which the
terminology used adheres to the DASH specification. Although
other HAS solutions use different terminology and different
data formats (cf. Tables I and II), the principle of operation is
the same.
In a typical HAS streaming session, at first, the client makes a
HTTP request to the server in order to obtain metadata of the
different audio and video representations available, which is contained in the index file. In DASH, the index file is called Media
Presentation Description (MPD, see Fig. 4), while MSS and HDS
use the term manifest, and the index file in HLS is called playlist. The purpose of this index file is to provide a list of representations available to the client (e.g., available encoding bit rates,
video frame rates, video resolutions, etc.) and a means to formulate HTTP requests for a chosen representation. The most important concept in adaptive HTTP streaming is that switching among
different representations can occur at fixed, frequent time
instants during the playback, as illustrated in Fig. 5. To achieve
this, the media corresponding to the respective representations
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT Proprietary HTTP A DAPTIVE S TREAMING S OLUTIONS . T HE DATA D ESCRIPTION F ORMAT I S E ITHER E XTENSIBLE
M ARKUP L ANGUAGE (XML), P LAIN T EXT M ULTIMEDIA P LAYLIST (M3U8), OR F LASH M EDIA M ANIFEST (F4M).
A R EADER I NTERESTED IN AN E XPLANATION OF THE V IDEO AND AUDIO C ODECS AND R EFERENCES
TO THE R ESPECTIVE N ORMATIVE D OCUMENTS I S R EFERRED TO [43]

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT Standard HTTP A DAPTIVE S TREAMING S OLUTIONS

Fig. 5. Video representations available in adaptive HTTP streaming. The
HAS server stores the video content encoded in different representations, each
representation is characterized by its video bit rate, eventually also resolution,
frame rate, etc. (not displayed here). The vertical dashed lines represent the
points at which the client can switch among different representations. The
switch points are at the boundaries of neighboring segments and are frame
aligned in all the representations available. Switching is controlled by the
adaptation engine (see Fig. 4) based on the estimation of server-client link
throughput (red curve).

is split up into parts of short durations (segments or chunks) typically 1 to 15 s long and either stored on the server as one file
per segment (e.g., HLS) or extracted from a single file at run-

time based on the client’s request (e.g., DASH). The adaptation
engine in the client decides which of the media segments should
be downloaded based on their availability (indicated by the index
file), the actual network conditions (measured or estimated
throughput), and media playout conditions (playout buffer fill
level). To allow for smooth switching among different representations, the segments corresponding to different representations
must be perfectly time (frame) aligned.
The application control loop is shown in the upper part of
Fig. 6. Based on the measurement of relevant parameters (e.g.,
available bandwidth or receiver buffer fullness—more details
are discussed in Section III-D), the client’s decision engine
selects which representation to download next. In this work,
the main focus is on the decisions of a single HAS instance and
their impacts on QoE. However, there is a complex interplay of
the control loop with other applications and the network which
can also affect QoE. Therefore, the interactions between different HAS players, other applications, and the interactions with
the TCP congestion control loop are discussed in Section VII.
Although the different HAS solutions share the basic principle as illustrated in Fig. 4, they differ in a number of technical
parameters. The main features of the proprietary and standard
HAS solutions are summarized in Tables I and II, respectively.
In the context of this paper, the following parameters are of high
importance:
Codec: Although we can find codec agnostic (MPEG DASH)
or variable codec (MSS, HDS) solutions, several systems are
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Fig. 6. Control loop of HAS. Based on measurements the client decides which
segment to download next. The control loop interacts with other applications
(e.g., other HAS instances) and the network (e.g., TCP congestion control loop)
which can also affect QoE.

tailored to specific supported coding algorithms for both video
and audio. Currently there is an obvious domination of H.264
for video, which is supported by all solutions in our scope, however it can be expected that the recently standardized H.265/
HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) [48] will take part of
its share in the coming years. For audio, the codec selection
flexibility is generally higher. The implications of audio and
video encoder selection and configuration are further discussed
in Section III-C.
Format: The currently dominant formats for media encapsulation are the MPEG-2 transport stream (M2TS [49]; used
by HLS, DASH) and ISO Base Media File Format (MP4 [50];
used by DASH) or its derivative referred to as fragmented MP4
(fMP4 [51], [52]; used by HDS and MSS).
MPEG-2 transport streams carry the data in packets of a fixed
184-byte length plus a 4-byte header. Each packet contains
only one type of content (audio, video, data, or auxiliary information). M2TS is commonly used for streaming, although its
structure is not as flexible as in the case of MP4. MP4 organizes
the audiovisual data in so-called boxes and treats different types
of data separately. Further, there is a high flexibility in handling
the auxiliary information (such as codec settings), which can be
tailored to the needs of the application. As such, MP4 has been
successfully adjusted to carry prioritized bitstreams of scalable
video over HAS [53], which we further consider in Section III-C.
Segment Length: The segment length used in a HAS system
specifies the shortest video duration after which a quality (bitrate) adjustment can occur. Although some systems keep these
values fixed (Table I), the segment length can be left up to the
individual implementation in many cases (Table II). Again, we
will further discuss the implications related to segment length
design in Section III-C.
It is clear from the principle of adaptive HTTP streaming
that the decision engine responsible for selecting appropriate
representations is running on the client side and needs to select
the representation to request based on different criteria. These
criteria can be measurements of downlink throughput, the actual video buffer status, device or screen properties, or context
information (e.g., mobility). On the server side, in contrast, the
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most important decisions are done regarding the preparation of
the content, i.e., what representations shall be provided, and
regarding its delivery, e.g., the selection of the best CDN server
for each request.
The behavior of the HAS system needs to obey the requirements of the actual use case. For example, in the context
of a live system, the content is made available at the server
during the viewing and a low overall delay introduced by
the system shall be achieved. This implies that the provided
segment lengths should be small and the segments need to start
downloading as soon as they appear on the server. For video on
demand systems, on the contrary, a larger receiver buffer can be
used together with longer segments to avoid flickering caused
by frequent quality representation changes. The following sections discuss the actions the system or its designer can take on
the server side and on the client side in order to efficiently adapt
to the actual conditions while considering context requirements.
C. Server-Side Actions
On the server side of an HTTP adaptive streaming system,
the main concern is the preparation of the content, i.e., selection
of available representations, and optimal encoding. This also
includes proper selection of system parameters, such as the
length of an encoded segment (where selectable).
The length of the video segment needs to obey two contradictory requirements. First, the segments need to be short enough
to allow for fast reaction to changing network conditions. On
the other hand, the segments need to be long enough to allow
high coding efficiency of the source video encoder [54] and to
keep the amount of overhead low (the impact of segment size
on the necessary overhead is quantified in [55]). Clearly, these
two requirements form an optimization problem which needs to
be considered at the server side during content preparation.
In [56], the length of video segments to be offered to the
client is optimized based on the content, so that I-frames and
representation switches are placed at optimal positions, e.g.,
video cuts. Such an approach led to approximately 10% decrease of the required bit rate for a given video image quality.
This work is followed by [57], where variable segment lengths
across different representations are considered—it is proposed
that for higher bit rates, longer segments are used in order to
improve coding efficiency.
Among the server-side actions is also the selection of compression algorithms for audiovisual content (in cases where it
is not fixed by the system specification). A recent comparison
of different video compression standards [58] justifies the very
widespread use of H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) encoding [59] for video as shown in Tables I and II, although
codec flexibility, available in several proprietary and standard
solutions, is a clear advantage due to the emerging highly
efficient HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) standard [58].
Apart from single-layer codecs like H.264/AVC or HEVC
where only different representations (i.e., different files) of the
same video can be switched, multi-layer codecs can be used
which enable bitstream switching. Such features were also
introduced in AVC (cf. SP/SI synchronization/switching frames
[60]) and date back to the MPEG-2 standard [61] which needed
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a big overhead to achieve scalability in times when processors
were hardly fast enough.
A modern multi-layer codec is Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
which is an amendment to AVC and offers temporal, spatial,
and image quality scalability [62]. This means that SVC allows
for adaptation of frame rate and content resolution, and switching between different levels of image quality. It makes use of
difference coding of the video content such that data in lower
layers can be used to predict data or samples of higher layers
(so called enhancement layer). In order to switch to a higher
layer, only the missing difference data have to be transmitted
and added. Thus, the major difference to adaptation with singlelayer codecs is that quality can be increased incrementally in
case of spare resources. With single-layer codecs, on the other
hand, a whole new segment has to be downloaded, and already
downloaded lower quality segments have to be discarded.
There are two trade-offs that need to be addressed in case
an SVC-based HAS solution is deployed. The first trade-off is
the overhead introduced by multi-layer codecs. This means, for
example, that an SVC file of a video of a certain quality is larger
compared to an AVC file of the same video and quality. Fairly
low overhead can be achieved in case the scalable encoder
is carefully adjusted, and the number of enhancement layers
is low—e.g., in [63] the authors achieve around 10% bit rate
overhead in an optimized encoder when quality scalability is
applied on low resolution sequences with 5 extractable bit rate
levels. The authors also show that the overhead for spatial
scalability largely depends on the spatial scalability ratio, i.e.,
the resolution ratio of the successive layers. SVC is shown to
be very efficient for spatial scalability ratio of 1/2 but rather
inefficient for scalability ratio of 3/4 where the overhead is
between 40% and 100%. Performance of quality scalability of
SVC has been analyzed in [64], where the results claim that
the overhead needed for two enhancement layers is 10%–30%.
These findings are confirmed by [65] and [66], where a detailed
objective performance analysis of SVC in different layer setups
is performed, leading to a recommendation of creating a separate SVC stream for each resolution, thus using only the quality
scalability feature of SVC in practical HAS systems. It is also
shown in [65], [66] that the performance varies largely across
different SVC encoder implementations. The second trade-off
is the amount of signaling required. The authors of [67] show
that SVC can reduce the risk of stalling by always downloading
the base layer and optionally downloading the enhancement
layers when there is enough available throughput. Such improved flexibility comes at the cost of increased signaling
traffic as several HTTP requests are needed per segment. This
implies that AVC performs better under high latencies, while
SVC adapts more easily to sudden and temporary bandwidth
fluctuations when using a small receiver buffer.
By applying a hierarchical coding scheme, SVC allows for
the selection of a suitable sub-bitstream for the on-the-fly
adaptation of the media bitstream to device capabilities and
current network conditions. A valid sub-bitstream contains at
least the AVC-compatible base layer and zero or more enhancement layers. Note that all enhancement layers depend on
the base layer and/or on the previous enhancement layer(s) of
the same scalability dimension. The subjective evaluation of

various SVC configurations is well known [68], [69] but papers
dealing with DASH and QoE focus on AVC, and the integration
of DASH and SVC is only evaluated using objective metrics
[70] and simulations [71], [72] so far.
The architecture of HTTP adaptive streaming systems allows
for optimization of the server load. In [73], for instance, the
authors propose a scheme for balancing the load among several
servers through altering the addresses in the DASH manifest
files.
It is obvious that the main concern in the server-side actions
is the selection of appropriate coding for the different available
quality levels. This includes not only the selection of the
compression algorithm and its settings, but also the decision
on adaptation dimensions to be employed. An overview of the
available adaptation dimensions will follow in Section V.
D. Client-Side Actions
On the client side, the most important decisions are which
segments to download, when to start with the download, and
how to manage the receiver video buffer. The adaptation algorithm (decision engine) should select the appropriate representations in order to maximize the QoE, which can be achieved
in several different ways. The most common approach is to
estimate the instantaneous channel bandwidth and use it as
decision criterion.
The receiver video buffer size is dealt with in [74], where the
authors perform an analysis of receiver buffer requirement for
variable bit rate encoded bitstreams. They find that the optimal
buffer length depends on the bitstream characteristics (data rate
and its variance) as well as network characteristics and, of
course, the desired video QoE represented by initial delay and
rebuffering probability.
A recent work [75] reviews the available bitrate estimation
algorithms and describes the active and passive bitrate measurement approaches. The passive measurement requires no
additional probe packets to be inserted in the network, which
results in no additional overhead at the expense of less accurate
results. The absence of additional overhead is the reason why
passive tools are generally used for available bitrate estimation
in HAS. The author of [75] classifies the passive measurement
approaches to cross layer-based, where the protocol stack is
modified to obtain packet properties (e.g., [76]) and modelbased, which employ throughput modeling (such as [77] for
wireless LAN networks using TCP or UDP transport protocols). The following paragraphs describe different adaptation
algorithms generally based on passive measurement of available bit rate or segment download time.
Depending on the actual use case and scenario, different
adaptation strategies can be employed to adapt to the varying
available bitrate. In [78] the authors compare several segment request strategies in HAS for live services. The analysis
uses passive measurement of segment arrival times, aiming at
evaluating the video startup delay, end to end delay, and the
time available for segment download through the analysis of
different initial delay adjustment, the time to start downloading
the next segment, and the way to handle missing segments or
their parts. It is shown that different strategies exhibit different
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behavior, and the adjustment needs to reflect network conditions and desired QoE priorities of the system.
For live and video on demand services, [79] and [80] describe
a decision engine based on Markov Decision Process (MDP)
using the estimated bit rate as input. Reference [81] proposes
a rate adaptation algorithm based on smoothed bandwidth
changes measured through segment fetch time, whereas in [82],
the authors propose an adaptation engine based on the dynamics
of the available throughput in the past and the actual buffer level
to select the appropriate representation. At the same time, the
algorithm adjusts the required buffer level to be kept in the next
run. Also in [83], an algorithm for single-layer content (e.g.,
AVC) of constant bit rate is presented, which selects representations according to current bandwidth, current buffer level, and
the average bit rate of each segment. For multi-layer content
(e.g., SVC), [84] describes the Tribler algorithm, which relies
on thresholds of downloaded segments, and [85] proposes the
BIEB algorithm, which is also an SVC-based strategy computing segment thresholds based on size ratios between quality levels. Note that with multi-layer strategies different quality levels
of the same time slot can be requested independently. Singlelayer strategies can also request different representations of the
same time slot, but only one can be used for decoding, and
already downloaded other representations will be discarded.
It is important to mention that the presented algorithms select
among the available representations just based on technical
parameters like bandwidth or bit rate, but do not take the
expected quality perceived by the end user into account.
E. Performance Studies
HTTP adaptive streaming uses the TCP transport protocol,
which, although reliable, introduces higher overhead and delays
compared to the simpler UDP, broadly used for video services
earlier. As there are fundamental differences between TCP and
UDP, studies have been done on justifying the use of TCP for
video transmission. In [86], for instance, the authors employ
discrete-time Markov models to describe the performance of
TCP for live and stored media streaming without adaptation.
It is found that TCP generally provides good streaming performance when the achievable TCP throughput is roughly twice
the video bit rate, i.e., there is a significant system overhead as
the expense for reliable transmission.
A number of studies have been published aiming at comparison of the existing HAS solutions, both proprietary and
standardized, in terms of performance. In [83], the authors compare MSS, HLS, HDS, and DASH in a vehicular environment,
using off-the-shelf client implementations for the proprietary
systems and their own DASH client. They find that the best
performance, represented by average achieved video bit rate
and the number of switches among representations, is achieved
by MSS among proprietary solutions and by Pipelined DASH
among all the candidates. The idea behind Pipelined DASH is
that several segments can be requested at a time in contrast
to standard DASH. Pipelining is beneficial in vehicular and
mobile scenarios, where packet loss might result in a poor usage
of the available resources in case only one TCP connection is
established. The drawback is that pipelining requires appropri-
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ate sending buffer control, i.e., server complexity is increased.
More details on pipelining performance can be found in [87].
The authors of [88] compare the performance of MSS, Netflix,
and OMSF (an open source player) clients in terms of the
reaction of the clients to persistent or short-term bandwidth
changes, the speed of convergence to the maximum sustainable
bitrate and, finally, playback delay, important particularly for
live content playback. The study reveals significant inefficiencies in each of the clients. In [89], the authors compare a
MSS client and their own DASH client in Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN) environment, finding that the DASH client
outperforms the MSS client in terms of average achieved bit
rate, number of fluctuations, rebuffering time, and fairness. In
[55], the performance of DASH for live streaming is studied.
An analysis of performance with respect to segment size is
provided, quantifying the impact of the HTTP protocol and
segment size on the end to end delay.
The problem of the performance comparison in [83] and [88]
is that the different clients are seen as closed components and
the logic inside is unknown. In such cases, the system performance clearly depends on the actual implementation of the
client and the adaptation algorithm used. In [85], a performance
comparison of the adaptation algorithms described in [82]–[85]
is conducted. The traffic patterns used for the evaluation were
recorded in realistic wired and vehicular mobility situations. In
terms of average playback quality and bandwidth utilization,
BIEB [85] and Tribler [84] can outperform the other algorithms
significantly. Both algorithms deliver a high average playback
quality to the user, but Tribler has to switch to a different quality
nine times more often than BIEB. The algorithm of [82] shows
better results than BIEB in some aspects, as it has a lower quality switching frequency and a better network efficiency because
no data is unnecessarily downloaded and bandwidth is wasted.
However, compared to the size of the movie, the segments
discarded by BIEB are negligible. In the vehicular scenario,
BIEB outperforms the other algorithms, but no performance
results are provided so far for other scenarios. Reference [90]
enhances the performance comparison of [85] by computing the
QoE-optimal adaptation strategy for each bandwidth condition
and shows that the BIEB algorithm is closest to the optimum.
Also other optimization criteria for algorithm performance
assessment like PSNR [91] or pseudo-subjective measures like
engagement [92], [93] have been used. These criteria are often
assumptions regarding QoE impact, which date from earlier
studies and have neither been questioned nor verified with
respect to their QoE appropriateness [94]. Thus, dedicated
studies on the impact of adaptation strategies and application
parameters on QoE will be presented in the following section.
These results should be taken into account when designing a
QoE-aware HAS algorithm.
IV. Q O E I NFLUENCE OF A DAPTATION S TRATEGY
AND A PPLICATION PARAMETERS
A QoE model for adaptive video streaming, which can be
used for automated QoE evaluation, is described in [104].
The authors find that adaptation strategy related parameters
(stalling, representation switches) have to be taken into account
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TABLE III
E FFECTS OF A PPLICATION PARAMETERS S ETTINGS ON A DAPTATION AND ON S UBJECTIVELY P ERCEIVED V IDEO Q UALITY

and that they have to be considered on a larger time scale
(up to some minutes) than video encoding related parameters
(resolution, frame rate, quantization parameter, bit rate), which
only influence in the order of a few seconds. In [5], QoE metrics
for adaptive streaming, which are defined in 3GPP DASH
specification TS 26.247, are presented. They include HTTP
request/response transactions, representation switch events, average throughput, initial delay, buffer level, play list, and MPD
information. However, the conducted QoE evaluation considers
only stalling as most dominating QoE impairment. Other results regarding the QoE influence of adaptation parameters are
summarized in Table III and will be presented in more detail in
this section.
Reference [29] investigates how playout buffer threshold and
video segment size influence the number of stalling events.
They find that a small buffer of 6 s is sufficient to achieve a near
uninterrupted streaming experience under vehicular mobility.
Further increasing the buffer size leads to an increased initial
delay and could also be an issue for memory constrained

mobile devices. With video segment size, there is a tradeoff between short segment sizes resulting in many small files,
which have to be stored for multiple bit rates of each video.
Larger segment sizes, however, may not be sufficient to adapt
to rapid bandwidth fluctuations especially in vehicular mobility
and lead to more stalling. However, this effect can be balanced
by increasing the buffer threshold, i.e., the amount of data
which is buffered before the video playback starts. Thus, the
authors state explicitly that it is important to configure the
buffer threshold in accordance with the used video segment
size. Also [95] confirms by simulations that a longer adaptation
interval, i.e., longer time between two possible quality adaptations, leads to higher quality levels of the video and fewer
quality changes. However, the number of stalling events and
the total delay increase. Additionally, [96] reveals an impact
on players’ concurrent behavior, such that large segment sizes
allow for a high network utilization but have negative effects
on fairness. These aspects beyond pure video QoE will be
discussed in more detail in Section VII.
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Reference [98] shows that the active adaptation of the video
bit rate improves or decreases the video quality according to
the switching direction, but downgrading has a stronger impact
on QoE than increasing the video bit rate. Thus, the authors
argue that there could be a degradation caused by the switching
itself. Reference [102] investigates the adaptation of image
quality for layer-encoded videos. They find that the frequency
of adaptation should be kept as small as possible. If a variation
cannot be avoided, its amplitude should be kept as small as
possible. Thus, a stepwise decrease of image quality is rated
slightly better than one single decrease. Also [101] compares
smooth to abrupt switching of image quality. They confirm that
down-switching is generally considered annoying. Abrupt upswitching, however, might even increase QoE as users might be
happy to notice the visual improvement. Reference [102] finds
that a higher base (i.e., lowest quality) layer results in higher
perceived quality, which implies that segments which raise the
base layer should rather be downloaded instead of improving
on higher quality layers. This finding is confirmed by [99] for
mobile devices. Finally, [102] also observes a strong recency
effect, i.e., higher quality in the end of a video clip leads to
higher QoE. In [103], the impact of image quality adaptation
on SVC videos is shown for a base layer and one enhancement
layer. The authors find that a higher base layer quality allows
for longer impairments to be accepted. The duration of such
impairments has linear influence on the perceived quality. For
their 12 s video clips the influence of the number of impairments is only significant between one and two impairments,
while the interval between impairments does not seem to have
any significant influence.
In [105], the authors present an approach which overrides
client adaptation decisions in the network in order to optimize
QoE globally or for a group of users. However, this way of
“adaptation” goes beyond single user optimization as discussed
within this section. A discussion on network level adaptation issues and related user experience problems follows in
Section VII.
Reference [97] investigates flicker effects for SVC videos,
i.e., rapid alternation of base layer and enhancement layer, in
adaptive video streaming to handheld devices. They identify
three effects, namely, the period effect, the amplitude effect,
and the content effect. The period effect, i.e., the frequency of
adaptation, manifests itself such that high frequencies (adaptation interval less than 1 s) are perceived as more annoying than
constant low quality. At low frequencies (adaptation interval
larger than 2 s), quality is better than constant low quality,
but saturates when decreased further. The amplitude, i.e., the
difference between quality levels, is the most dominant factor
for the perception of flicker as artifacts become more apparent.
However, image quality adaptation is not detectable for most
participants at low amplitudes. Also for temporal adaptation,
changes between frame rates of 15 fps and 30 fps are not detected by half of the users. Only an increase of the quantization
parameter (QP), i.e., reduction of image quality, from 24 QP
above 32 QP, or frame rate reduction below 10 fps brings
significant flicker effects, which result in low acceptance for
high frequencies. For spatial adaptation, the authors indicate
that the change of resolution should not exceed half the original
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size in order to deliver a generally acceptable quality. Finally,
the content plays a significant role in spatial and temporal
adaptation. For image quality reduction, no significant effect
can be found. The authors conclude that videos with complex
spatial details are particularly affected by resolution reduction,
while videos with complex and global motion require high
frame rates for smooth playback.
In [100], the effects of switching amplitude, switching
frequency, and recency effects are investigated. The results
demonstrate the high impact of the switching amplitude, and
that recency effects (i.e., impact of last quality level and time
after last switch) can be neglected if more than two switches
occur. Moreover, it turns out that not the switching frequency
but rather the time on each individual layer has a significant
impact on QoE. This confirms results from [99], which investigates dynamically varying video quality on mobile devices. In
this work, the authors find that users reward attempts to improve
quality, and thus, they suggest that quality should always be
switched to a higher layer, if possible.
To sum up, adaptation is a key influence parameter of
video streaming services. The reviewed studies suggest an
influence of adaptation amplitudes and times (i.e., frequency,
time on each layer), which has to be taken into account by
HAS adaptation strategies. By setting the buffer and segment
sizes, video service providers can adjust the adaptation times.
As practically relevant switching frequencies (i.e., adaptation
intervals of 2 s or more) are low and have little impact on
QoE, adaptation algorithms should try to keep the quality as
high as possible first. Additionally, the perceived quality is
affected differently by the different adaptation dimensions (i.e.,
image quality, spatial, or temporal adaptation). Depending on
the content, quality switches will be more or less perceivable.
Thus, when preparing the streaming content, a content analysis
could allow for improved video segmentation and selection of
the best adaptation dimension(s) and amplitudes. Section V
presents these dimensions in detail, and their influences on QoE
is outlined in Section VI.
V. V IDEO A DAPTATION D IMENSIONS
In order to follow the requirement of providing video content
at different bit rates for HTTP adaptive streaming, one or
several adaptation dimensions can be utilized. In the following
paragraphs, we describe the possible adaptation dimensions and
provide a real world example of the bit rate reduction efficiency
of each approach. Our real world example is based on encoding
20 seconds long sequences with different content (sport-200 m
sprint, cartoon-a clip from the Sintel movie [106], action-a car
chasing scene from the movie “Knight and Day”). We have encoded the sequences with H.264/AVC with varying frame rate
(from 25 fps down to 2.5 fps), resolution (from 1920 × 1080
progressive down to 128 × 72 progressive), and quantization
parameter (from 30 up to 51). All other encoding parameters
remained unchanged during the experiment (the x264 codec
implementation was used, high profile, level 4.0, adaptive GOP
length up to 2 seconds).
Video Frame Rate based bit rate adaptation relies on decreasing the temporal resolution of a video sequence, i.e., encoding
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Fig. 7. Adaptation through frame rate reduction.

Fig. 8. Adaptation through resolution reduction.

a lower number of frames per second. The typical efficiency of
such an approach is shown in Fig. 7. The original frame rate of
a progressive-scanned video sequence corresponding to 100%
is 25 fps in our real world example. In order to achieve 80%
of the original bit rate, one needs to reduce the frame rate to
approximately 65%. In such a case, motion in video is no longer
perceived as smooth and the perceived quality degradation is
significant [107].
Resolution based bit rate adaptation decreases the number
of pixels in the horizontal and/or vertical dimension of each
video frame. The corresponding efficiency of such an approach
is shown in Fig. 8.1 The steeper descend (compared to Fig. 7)
of the curves is quite advantageous—even a small decrease of
frame resolution leads to a significant reduction of required bit
rate (e.g., 80% of the original bit rates is achieved by decreasing
the frame size to approximately 85% in both directions).
Quantization based bit rate adaptation adjusts the lossy
source encoder in order to reach the desired bit rate. In
H.264/AVC, the available values of the quantization parameter
(QP) are between 0 (lossless coding) and 51 (coarse quantiza1 Resolution was changed in both the vertical and the horizontal dimension
in order to keep the aspect ratio unchanged.

Fig. 9.

Adaptation through adjustment of transform coefficient quantization.

tion with poor visual quality of a sequence). Fig. 9 shows the
bit rate descend for quantization parameter increasing from 30
up to 50. The steep decrease of bit rate around QP 30 is getting
flatter for QP values close to 50, which is quite natural as there
is a certain amount of information in the encoded bitstream
carrying data other than just quantized transform coefficients
(e.g., prediction mode signalization, motion vector values, etc.).
It is obvious from Figs. 7–9 that the curves in each plot
are very similar even for different content. This fact is a
consequence of putting the relative bit rates on the ordinate
instead of the absolute values, which vary greatly depending
on the spatiotemporal properties of the different contents.
The adaptation dimensions mentioned in this section can
be further extended as described in [108], where the author
proposes a three-level model to describe the user satisfaction.
Apart from transcoding, which is essentially the core operation
for HAS content preparation, [108] also mentions transmoding,
i.e., conversion among different modalities—audio, video, or
text, as an alternative approach to adaptation. An example of a
transmoding implementation can be found in [109].
VI. Q O E I NFLUENCE OF V IDEO A DAPTATION D IMENSIONS
In this section, we review related work with respect to Quality of Experience of HTTP adaptive streaming. Therefore, we
mainly focus on studies based on subjective user tests as these
represent the gold standard for QoE assessment. Please note
that most of these studies are not specifically designed for HAS,
but the results are transferred where possible. However, some
general issues still remain which are not addressed by research
so far, e.g., long video QoE tests in the order of 10 minutes,
which is a typical duration for user-generated content.
Several works (e.g., [118]–[120]) conclude that there is a
content dependency regarding quantitative effects of adaptation. Especially spatial and temporal information of the video
clips determine how the effects of adaptations are perceived.
Thus, in this section no absolute results can be presented as
they differ for each single video, but the main focus will be
the presentation of general, qualitative effects of adaptation on
QoE. Thereby, the different adaptation dimensions and their
respective influence will be outlined first, and links to QoE
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TABLE IV
M AIN Q O E F INDINGS OF S INGLE D IMENSION A DAPTATION . M ORE R EFERENCES C AN B E F OUND IN THE D ETAILED D ESCRIPTION IN SECTION VI

models will be provided. A summary of this survey can be
found in Table IV, but more details are given in the following
three subsections. Afterwards, trade-offs between the different
dimensions will be highlighted. Thus, this section will provide
valuable guidelines when selecting the adaptation dimensions
and preparing the content for a HAS streaming service.
A. Image Quality Adaptation
Reference [112] finds that the perceptual quality of a decoded video is significantly affected by the encoder type. They
confirm work from 2005 in which the authors of [121] show
that the video quality produced by the H.264 codec is the
most satisfying, rated higher than RealVideo8 and H.263. Also
for low bit rates H.264 outperforms H.263 and also MPEG-4
[122]. However, more advanced codecs like H.265/HEVC
[123]–[125] and VP9 [126], [127] will become relevant for
HAS in the next years.
The fact that the encoder type significantly affects QoE is
also shown for scalable video codecs in [120], which investigates adaptation with H.264/SVC and wavelet-based scalable
video coding. Reference [56] proposes an improved approach
for encoding and segmentation of videos for adaptive streaming
using H.264, which reduces the needed bit rate by up to 30%
without any loss in quality. Conversely, this means that by using
their approach, the video can be encoded with a higher image
quality for the same target bit rate.
In [98], the performance of both H.264 and MPEG-4 is
investigated under different mobile network conditions (WiFi
and HSDPA) and video bit rates. Therefore, the authors implement their own on-the-fly video codec changeover and bit rate
switching algorithm. With WiFi connection, H.264 is perceived
better than MPEG-4 especially for low video bit rates. In contrast, with HSDPA connection, MPEG-4 yields better results for
all bit rates. A change of codec during playback from H.264 to
MPEG-4 always degrades the user perceived quality. However,
a change in the other direction is perceived as an improvement
for low bit rates. Furthermore, the authors find that a bit rate
decrease, i.e., a decrease of image quality, results in a decreased
quality, but a bit rate increase is not always better for QoE as
the switch itself might be perceived as an impairment.
References [110], [113], and [128] investigate different video
bit rates for different codecs and show that an increased video
bit rate leads to an increased video quality. In particular in
[113], a logistic function describes the relationship between

coded bit rate and subjective video quality for H.264, stating
that with increasing bit rate the video quality increases but
eventually saturates. Thus, a further increase of bit rate does
not result in a higher perceived quality.
Changing the quantization parameter of H.264 video streams
is in the focus of [14]. The authors find that QoE falls slowly
when the quantization parameter starts to increase, i.e., the
video bit rate decreases and the image quality gets worse.
Only after reaching a high quantization parameter the perceived
quality drops faster. Reference [112] finds that in order to reach
a good or excellent QoE the pixel bit rate should be around
0.1 bits per pixel when H.264 is used. If other information like
frame rate or frame size are unavailable, pixel bit rate can serve
as a rough quantitative gauge for QoE.
Reference [129] uses linear models and per-chunk metrics
to predict the MOS of video sequences with image quality
adaptations. Reference [111] shows that the perceived quality
of HTTP video streams with dynamic quantization parameter
adaptation can be predicted by temporal pooling of objective
per-frame metrics. The authors state that a simple method like
the mean of quality levels of a HAS video sequence delivers
already very decent prediction performance.
The reviewed works suggest that for video streaming in general the video encoder has a significant effect on the perceived
quality. Thus, the usage of H.264 is currently recommended
also for HAS. For the highest quality layer, the QP can be
adjusted such that good or excellent video quality is reached
with minimal bit rate. When adapting the image quality, an
increase of the QP leads to only slightly decreasing QoE in
the beginning. Together with the convex shape of Fig. 9, it
follows that HAS can utilize image quality adaptation by a
small increase of QP in order to significantly reduce the bit rate
while introducing a rather small degradation of QoE. However,
high QPs lead to poor video quality and should be avoided.
B. Spatial Adaptation
References [114] and [130] find that spatial resolution is the
key criterion for QoE for small screens. Low resolutions contribute to enhanced eyestrain of the subjects. However, acceptability of spatial resolutions is also tied to shot types (e.g., long
shot, close-up). Reference [112] finds that, in general, higher
MOS is associated with higher spatial resolution. However, they
show that for the same video bit rate, a video with higher spatial
resolution is perceived worse. This is due to a lower pixel bit
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rate value (cf. Section VI-A) which causes severe intra-frame
degradations especially for sequences with large spatiotemporal
activities. In [116], the impact of resolution on subjective quality is investigated by comparing high definition (HDTV) and
standard definition television (SDTV) sequences. They find that
QoE increases with increasing resolution for slightly distorted
images. However, larger image size becomes a drawback when
the level of distortion increases as artifacts are more prevalent
and visible in HDTV. In this case, observers tend to prefer SD
as this reduces the visual impact of the distortions.
In [115], a model for mapping resolution to MOS is presented. The considered resolutions range from SD to SQCIF.
The authors show that MOS is a linear function of the logarithm
of the resolution, spatial information, and temporal information.
Moreover, they find that temporal information is more important than spatial information for their model.
As the display capability limits the displayed resolution,
HAS should first adjust the delivered spatial resolution to the
end user’s device in order to avoid transmission of unnecessary
data. A linear relation of resolution reduction and bit rate
savings (see Fig. 8) can be observed. The impact of adaptation
by resolution reduction depends mainly on the content and
the device, but in general, resolution reduction leads to a
lower image quality, and thus, to a lower QoE. However, in
combination with image quality adaptation, spatial adaptation
can even be beneficial for HAS. In particular, decreasing the
image size when image quality is poor can help in order to
obfuscate artifacts.
C. Temporal Adaptation
In [117], the effect of frame dropping on perceived video
quality is investigated and a model for predicting QoE is proposed. It is shown that frame dropping has a negative impact on
QoE and the quality impairment depends on motion and content
of the sequence. Moreover, the authors find that periodic frame
dropping, i.e., decrease of frame rate, is less annoying than
an irregular discarding of frames. Note that stalling, i.e., a
playout interruption by delaying or skipping the playout of
several consecutive frames, can also be considered a temporal
adaptation. However, the QoE impact of stalling is already
discussed in Section II-B, and HAS primarily tries to avoid
stalling. Therefore, this section focuses on the reduction of
frame rate as a means of temporal quality adaptation, which
has a less negative impact on QoE than stalling [28].
Reference [131] investigates the influence of frame rate on
the acceptance of video clips of different temporal nature (e.g.,
still image, fast motion) and different importance of auditory
and visual components (e.g., music video, sport highlights).
The authors show that reducing the frame rate generally has
a negative influence on the users’ acceptance of the video
clips. However, low temporal videos, i.e., videos with little
motion, are affected more by lower frame rates than high
temporal videos. This finding is confirmed by [118] which
investigates different frame rates for dynamic content. They
show that reducing the frame rate generally leads to a lower
user satisfaction, but it does not proportionally reduce the users’
understanding and perception of the video. Instead they find a

complex link between understanding and perception, i.e., users
have difficulty to absorb audio, video, and textual information
concurrently. Thus, highly dynamic clips for which it is difficult
to assimilate all information, such as sports or action clips, are
unaffected by reduced frame rate. On the other hand, a static
news clip, which can be understood easily as the most important
information is delivered by audio, suffers from reduced frame
rate because the lack of lip synchronization is clearly visible.
Also [132] reconfirms the findings that a reduction of frame
rate has only little impact on high motion videos. Reference
[133] confirms these findings in a study on MPEG1 subjective
quality which additionally takes into account packet loss, and
states that the MOS is good if the frame rate is more than
about 10 frames per second (fps). More recently, [134] states
that the threshold of subjective acceptability is around 15 fps.
Reference [135] finds that the optimal frame rate for a given
bit rate depends on the type of motion in a sequence. They
find that videos with jerky motion benefit from increased image
quality at lower frame rates. Clips with smoother (i.e., less
jerky) motion are generally insensitive to changes in frame rate.
Reference [28] finds that only for very low frame rates the
quality decreases as the impairment duration increases. For
medium or high frame rates the quality is similar whether the
frame rate reduction occurs during the entire video or during a
short part of the video. Thus, they state that there is no quality
gain by re-increasing frame rate after a temporary drop.
In [115], a model for mapping frame rate to MOS is given.
MOS can be expressed as a linear function of the logarithm of
frame rate and spatial information. Adding temporal information does not improve the model performance.
The presented studies show that, in general, a lower frame
rate leads to lower QoE. However, the impact of temporal
adaptation depends heavily on the video content. Consequently,
HAS can take advantage of frame rate adaptation especially for
high motion content where small frame rate reductions are less
visible. Drawbacks for HAS are that the frame rate cannot be
reduced too much until the video quality is perceived as bad,
and the bit rate savings in the relevant range are small compared
to the other dimensions (cf. Fig. 7).
D. Trade-Offs Between Different Adaptation Dimensions
The three dimensions presented not only allow for single
dimension adaptation but also for combined quality changes
in multiple dimensions. Several studies consider trade-offs
between different adaptations and are be presented in this
section. Table V summarizes the main findings and links to the
corresponding works.
Reference [94] claims that there exists an encoding which
maximizes the user-perceived quality for a given target bit rate
which can be extended to an optimal adaptation trajectory for
a whole video stream. In their work, the authors focus on the
adaptation of MPEG-4 video streams within a two-dimensional
adaptation space defined by frame rate and spatial resolution.
They show that a two-dimensional adaptation, which reduces
both resolution and frame rate, outperforms adaptation in one
dimension. Comparing clips of similar average bit rates, it is
shown that reduction of frame rate is perceived worse than
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TABLE V
T RADE - OFFS B ETWEEN D IFFERENT A DAPTATION D IMENSIONS . A  B M EANS T HAT D IMENSION A I S M ORE I MPORTANT T HAN D IMENSION B, I . E .,
A D EGRADATION OF A I S W ORSE T HAN A D EGRADATION OF B. F OR E XAMPLE , S TALLING WAS S HOWN TO BE A W ORSE D EGRADATION
T HAN A DAPTATION (S TALLING  A DAPTATION ). N OTE T HAT S OME R ESULTS F ROM THE S URVEYED W ORKS ARE C ONTRADICTORY
AND M IGHT D EPEND ON THE V IDEO T YPE . I N T HESE C ASES , I NFORMATION ON THE V IDEO T YPES AND
R EFERENCES TO THE S TUDIES C AN B E F OUND IN THE S ECOND C OLUMN . M ORE D ETAILS
ON THE T RADE - OFFS A RE P RESENTED IN S ECTION VI-D

reduction of resolution. In [119], the authors research optimal
combinations of image quality and frame rate for given bit
rates. They find that until image quality improves to an acceptable level, it should be enhanced first. Once it is improved
adequately, temporal quality should be improved. Especially
spatially complex videos require a high image quality first,
while videos with high camera motion require a higher frame
rate at a lower bit rate. Also in [138], for a given bit rate
trade-offs between frame rate and image quality are presented.
A trend is found that for decreasing video bit rate also the
optimal frame rate decreases. The authors show that for different video bit rates there exist switching points which define
multiple bit rate regions requiring a different optimal frame rate
for adaptation. Reference [136] investigates trade-offs between
frame rate and quantization for soccer clips. The authors find
that participants were more sensitive to reductions in frame
quality than to reduced frame rate. Especially for small screen
devices, a higher quantization parameter removes important
information about the players and the ball. In contrast, a low
frame rate of 6 fps is accepted 80% of the time although
motion is not perceived as being smooth. The experimental
results obtained by [139] show that image quality is valued
higher by test users (which were able to choose which distortion step they preferred) than temporal resolution of the
content for low bit rate videos. Reference [137] confirms that
for fast foreground motion like soccer reducing frame rate is
preferred to reducing frame quality. However, for fast camera
or background motion a high frame rate is better because disturbing jerkiness can be detected more easily which results in
lower QoE.
In [132], trade-offs between resolution and frame quality are
investigated. They find that a small resolution (without upscaling) and high image quality is preferred to a large resolution and
low frame quality for a given bit rate. Reference [120] compares
different combinations of resolution, frame rate, and pixel bit
rate, which result in similar average video bit rates. They find
that at low bit rates a larger resolution is preferred, and thus,

frame rate should be decreased. At high bit rates, frame rate is
more important and pixel bit rate should be decreased to achieve
a high perceived quality. Reference [112] maximizes the QoE
by selecting an optimal combination of frame rate and frame
size under limited bandwidth, i.e., video bit rate. They find that,
in general, resolution should be kept low. For videos with a
high frame difference and variance, also frame rate should be
low (which implies a high pixel bit rate). Instead, frame rate
should be high for content with low temporal activity in order
to achieve a high QoE.
The major findings for HAS can be summarized as follows.
First, an adaptation in multiple dimensions is perceived as
better than a single dimension adaptation. Second, for most
content types image quality is considered the most important
dimension. Thus, reducing image quality too much will lead to
bad QoE. This effect can be mitigated by reducing the image
size at the same time to make artifacts less visible. Third,
a high frame rate is important especially for content where
jerkiness is easily visible (e.g., low motion content). Finally,
resolution adaptation, which is closely related to image quality
adaptation, is the least important dimension in most cases. Note
that the impact of upscaling, which is a prevalent reaction of
video players to reduced resolution and was inherent in the
reviewed studies, depends on the specific player and could not
be assessed in our survey.
VII. Q O E D EGRADATIONS IN A S HARED N ETWORK
Within this section we discuss challenges that arise from the
interplay between HAS player instances and other applications
that share the network. We thereby concentrate on effects that
impair QoE of networked applications beyond video playback.
This discussion includes several network related issues that arise
from the particular behavior of video adaptation algorithms
established in HAS clients, and their interplay with network
level optimization algorithms. Within Section III-B, this interplay between application level control loop and network level
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control loop has already been introduced and depicted in Fig. 6.
Typically such an interplay can introduce numerous different
issues, especially as more network level control loops beyond
TCP can be involved, e.g., in wireless networks. However,
we not only address those issues that affect QoE relevant
dimensions of HAS client instances, as discussed in previous
sections, but also possible QoE impacts on other applications on
the network. Our aim in this section is to identify the aforementioned issues and the resulting impairments on an application
level, hence we do not go into protocol or network level details
in terms of a detailed root cause analysis for these problems.
Therefore, this section is very selective in terms of network
issues and hence incomplete. A more thorough discussion of
network related HAS problems can be found in [88] and [91].
The problems described here reach beyond pure video based
quality, as they also tackle availability and stability of the single
network connection the respective HAS client is utilizing, as
well as the utilized network infrastructure at large. We first discuss issues between concurrent network entities (HAS clients,
other networked applications), and second describe actionable
measures that aim to counter these issues.
A. Interactions Between Network Entities
For the discussion of interactions between network entities
and resulting issues, we distinguish two types of network
entities: HAS client instances and other applications utilizing
the same network. After this distinction, the following interactions are discussed: Between different HAS clients, other
applications on HAS client instances, and HAS client instances
on other applications. In addition, HAS client instances may
also interfere with the TCP protocol as discussed at the end of
this subsection.
1) Interactions Between HAS Players: If several adaptive
players share a network connection, the following questions
have been identified (cf. [88]) to be of particular interest:
• Can the players share the available bandwidth in a stable manner, without experiencing oscillatory bit rate transitions?
• Can they share the available bandwidth in a fair manner?
• Is bandwidth utilization influenced by competing HAS
client instances?
One major issue for competing HAS players within a network is stability (in terms of quality levels) and the frequency
of switching events. Several studies reveal that more frequent
quality switching is invoked when more than one instance of
HAS clients compete for bottleneck bandwidth [88], [140],
[141]. Depending on the amount of available bandwidth and
the time the different players join the stream the reaction is
different. In [88], the authors show that in a two player setup the
client joining the stream first grabs the highest available video
bandwidth the network supports. Following, the second client
joining starts with a low video bandwidth and tries to increase
its video bandwidth subsequently. However, the throughput
needed for the higher video bandwidth cannot be provided by
the network as the first client utilizes this bandwidth already.
Hence, the buffer level of the second client depletes, and the
video adaptation algorithm switches to a lower video bit rate.
This leads to a permanent oscillation between different video

bit rates, and a large number of quality switching events for
the second client, respectively. A similar finding is reported in
[96] where a larger number of HAS client instances also results
in increasing quality oscillations for all of these instances. The
problem of the delay required to converge to the final bit rate is
also associated to a high number of quality adaptation events.
This impacts especially short viewing sessions like 2–3 min
clips where the client will not reach the maximum available
bit rate due to the above described behavior (cf. [140]).
Another challenge associated with the behavior of competing
players is fairness between different HAS clients. If one player
on network bottleneck grasps a large share of the bandwidth
before the other players join the stream it will be privileged
throughout its whole streaming session while the other players
on the network compete for the remaining bandwidth as shown
in [88], [140]. With a rising number of competing clients the
unfairness increases [96]. The authors in [88] have shown that
this behavior is not based on TCP’s well known unfairness
toward connections of different round trip times, but rather a
result of the competing HAS client instances.
In addition to the abovementioned problems, network utilization within the bottleneck network is also impacted by
competing HAS client instances. Results in [142] identify
conservative strategies in the stream-switching logic as well as
in the buffer controller as a major source of network underutilization for multiple client instances. This is in line with
results described in [141] and [143] that report network underutilization as a result of video quality oscillation due to competing player instances.
Altogether, these three problems of stability, fairness, and
bandwidth utilization do in turn influence QoE of HAS from
an end user perspective. First, frequent quality oscillations due
to instability have already been shown to degrade QoE (cf.
Section IV). And second, low video quality levels as a result of
unfair behavior or low network utilization do decrease resulting
video QoE (cf. Section VI).
2) Interactions Between Other Applications and HAS Players: The impact of other applications on the quality of HAS
clients has not been widely addressed yet. Investigations in
this area discuss basic effects of parallel file downloads or
browsing on the HAS control loop. Segments are downloaded
sequentially with iterative decisions which segment quality to
download next. Conservative decisions, as well as the additional
delay introduced by the control loop may result in a reduced utilization of the network resources, and thus, a less than possible
video quality [85]. This effect is amplified in case of parallel
downloads. Depending on the specific implementation of the
HAS control algorithm, particularly on its aggressiveness, less
than the fair share of the resources is used [144]. Hence, parallel
downloads account for more network resources resulting in a
worse than necessary quality of the video stream.
Other applications with different traffic patterns like web
browsing, gaming, or voice and video conferencing have not
been investigated in this context. Hence, to foster a better
understanding of the impact of multiple applications on the
HAS control loop, additional research is required.
3) Interaction Between HAS Players and Other Applications: Beyond the above discussed influence of different HAS
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clients amongst each other, there is also the problem of their
influence on other applications using the network connection.
One of the main problems arising is the interaction between
aggressive HAS clients, which periodically requests small files
(video segments) over HTTP. This causes TCP to overestimate
the bandwidth delay product of the transmission line and results
in a buffer bloat effect as shown in [145] and [146], which in
turn leads to queuing delays reaching up to one second and
being over 500 ms for about 50% of the time. Having a one
way queuing delay close to one second severely degrades QoE
of cloud services [147], [148] and real-time communications
services, such as VoIP [149] and video telephony [150]. Hence,
it is almost impossible to use the bottleneck link for anything
else but video transmission or large file downloads as shown
in [146]. This is particularly concerning as [145] showed that
active queue management (AQM) techniques, a widely believed
solution to this problem, do not manage to eliminate large
queuing delays.
4) Interactions Between HAS Players and TCP: The previous sections highlighted the interaction between HAS clients
and between HAS clients and other applications. Besides that,
the HAS control loop on application layer may also interfere
with the TCP control loop resulting in performance issues
without any other application. A TCP data transfer can be
segmented into three phases [143]. In the initial burst phase,
the congestion window is filled quickly resulting in aggressive
probing to estimate the current congestion level. Once the window is full, the sender waits for acknowledgment packets. In the
second phase, the ACK clocking phase, the congestion window
increases slowly and most of the packets are transmitted upon
receiving an ACK packet. TCP mechanisms like fast recovery
and fast retransmission are fully working. In the third phase,
the trailing ACK phase, the sender waits for the final ACKs,
and fast retransmissions can not be used to notify the sender on
corrupted or lost packets.
The performance of the data transmission is prone to packet
losses in the first phase. Due to the aggressive packet probing,
multiple packet losses may occur resulting in a delayed delivery
of packets to the HAS client, and thus, a too conservative
decision which quality to pick. In phase three, additional delays
may be induced. Since fast retransmission may not be used, the
packet timeout has to expire before a packet is retransmitted
resulting in less throughput in this phase.
Due to the start-and-stop nature of HAS induced by the
client-based control loop, more time is spent either in phase 1
or phase 3. Control delays may further result in an imprecise
knowledge of the current congestion level in the network, a
higher experienced packet loss, and thus, a lower throughput
than theoretically possible.
B. Countermeasures
In the preceding paragraphs, problems due to entities competing for a bottleneck link have been identified. Within this
section, we discuss how such problems can be counteracted in
different network locations.
1) Server Based Approaches: On the server side, one can
distinguish: a) Solutions related to properties of the adap-
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tation set and related properties, such as segment sizes (cf.
Section III-C), which can influence fairness and network utilization, and b) solutions that either actively select the chunk
levels that are delivered to the player or interfere on TCP level.
Within this section, we concentrate on the latter approaches
and cross-reference to Section III-C for adaptation set related
countermeasures.
In terms of active selection of chunk levels on the server side,
[151] propose an algorithm that maximizes global perceptual
quality in terms of video bitrate with respect to the bandwidth
constraints for all clients on the network. To achieve that, they
connect bitrate or quality level information with bandwidth
availability and then decide which chunk levels are offered for
a certain client instance. Thereby, they improve stability and
network utilization. The approach proposed by [152] identifies
quality oscillations based on the client requests. When oscillations are detected, the related server side algorithm limits the
maximum chunk level available to the client in order to stabilize the stream quality level. Similar to the aforementioned approach, this results in improved stability and network utilization.
In contrast, the authors in [153] propose to place an upper
bound on the TCP congestion window on the server side in
order to control the burstiness of adaptive video traffic. As a result, packet losses and round trip time delays are reduced, which
positively affects not only HAS but also other applications that
share the network bottleneck.
Overall, the measures discussed within this section do tackle
issues arising from interactions between different HAS instances as well as interactions between HAS instances and other
applications.
2) Network Based Approaches: Purely network based approaches that overcome the previously mentioned limitations
are sporadically discussed in literature. In [154], the authors
propose a flexible redirection of HAS flows using SoftwareDefined Networking (SDN) to optimize the video playout quality. Reference [155] proposes to use Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) to guarantee the video delivery. TCP rate shaping
on a per flow level is introduced in [156] as one possibility to
explicitly allocate resources to specific video flows, and thus, to
enhance the QoE for the involved clients.
To conclude, the existing work mainly aims at optimizing
the video quality for HAS clients and the investigation of
interactions with other HAS clients and applications is not
addressed in detail yet.
3) Proxy and Client Based Approaches: A purely client
based solution is described in [157]. The proposed client solution does not request chunk levels (equivalent to a certain
video bitrate) based on an available throughput estimation on
the client side. Instead, the client buffer evolution over time
is calculated and chunk levels are requested based on the
relation of the current buffer level to a reference buffer level.
Performance results show that stability and network utilization
are increased compared to commercial HAS client implementations that utilize throughput estimation for determining chunk
levels requested.
In contrast, the solution of [105] introduces a proxy server
that monitors requested quality levels of all client flows passing
through. This monitoring allows the proxy to identify the
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fairness distribution over the connected clients. In case clients
with unfair shares of network throughput usage are identified,
the proxy limits available chunk levels to the level of the other
clients and thereby achieves fairness across connected clients.
A combination of client and proxy based solutions is proposed in [158] and [159]. The approach of [158] identifies
each client’s chunk level requests and calculates a median
chunk level utilized in the network. This information is then
distributed to the attached clients, which allows them to identify
their own chunk level in comparison to other clients. Based on
this, they adjust future requests such that a fair distribution of
network resources is achieved. The solution described in [159]
acts slightly different as the client buffer levels are shared with
the proxy server, which then offers a certain range of chunk
levels based on the according buffer levels. For both solutions,
performance analysis shows that network utilization, stability,
and fairness can be increased compared to networks containing
standard HAS clients. Further improvements exploiting the
interaction between a network-based proxy and HAS clients
are presented in [160] and [161]. Both approaches aim at providing information to the HAS clients to select the appropriate
video quality. In [161], available bandwidth measurements are
forwarded to the clients, whereas in [160], the proxy defines
which quality level shall be used. Thus, quality fluctuations can
be reduced and the QoE between several HAS clients may be
shared in a fair manner.
This section has shown that, beyond pure video QoE, the
egoistic behavior of current adaptive video strategies results
in interactions between two feedback loops (rate-adaptation
logic at the application layer and TCP congestion control at
the transport layer as depicted in Fig. 6). Unstable network
conditions, an unfair distribution of network resources, and
under-utilization of these resources are the result. These issues
do not only impact HAS clients on the network but also severely
impact other applications by large queuing delays and packet
losses. Countermeasures addressing these issues exist and can
be categorized into server based, network based, and proxy and
client based approaches. However, each of these countermeasures tackles only a subset of the aforementioned issues, hence,
research on a general solution to the problem is still needed.
VIII. K EY F INDINGS AND C HALLENGES F ROM D IFFERENT
S TAKEHOLDER P ERSPECTIVES
In this section, the lessons learned and best practices are
summarized from the perspective of the different stakeholders
involved in the HAS ecosystem. Throughout the survey, QoE
was considered which reflects the end user perspective. In
general, the end user is interested in optimal QoE for video
streaming, but also an easy-to-use application, i.e., the user
wants an app which just delivers good quality without need
for manual configuration before or during service consumption.
Further, additional end user aspects like energy consumption of
smartphones or the used client bandwidth are of interest.
However, the end user is a pure consumer of the video service
and cannot influence or interact with the service (although direct feedback might be considered in the future). The resulting
video service quality depends on the stakeholders, which offer

and deliver the service. Thus, we will consider the perspectives
of these stakeholders, and present their goals and remaining
challenges with respect to the QoE of HTTP adaptive video
streaming:
A. Algorithm designer and programmer implementing the
HAS solution in Section VIII-A
B. Network/Internet service provider in Section VIII-B
C. Video service/platform provider in Section VIII-C
A. HAS Algorithm Designer and Developer
Goals and Main Interests: The main goal of the HAS algorithm designer and developer is to provide optimal QoE for
video streaming and to monitor the resulting QoE at the client
side. Thereby, relevant QoE influence factors on different levels (system, content, user, context) are of interest. Client-side
QoE monitoring allows direct feedback and the integration
into the HAS algorithm in order to optimize the QoE of an
individual user.
Lessons Learned:
• Stalling is the worst degradation and has to be avoided at
costs of initial delay or quality adaptation.
• Buffer size of a few segment lengths is sufficiently large in
practice to have less stalling.
• A holistic QoE model which describes the influences of
each HAS parameter is missing.
• Not only technical parameters but also the expected quality perceived by the end user has to be taken into account
for adaptation decisions.
• The most dominant adaptation factor is the adaptation
amplitude.
• Algorithms should play out the highest possible quality.
• Adaptation frequency must not be too high to avoid
flickering.
• Communication between clients and proxy may enhance
user-perceived quality.
• Quality switches will be more or less perceivable depending on the concrete content, the motion pattern, and the
selected adaptation dimension.
Challenges and Future Work: The adaptation algorithm (decision engine) should select the appropriate representations in
order to maximize the QoE. The most important decisions are
which segments to download, when to start the download, and
how to manage the video buffer. If adaptation is necessary, the
time of the quality switch should be based on the content in
order to hide the switching or resulting degradation. Therefore,
the algorithm designer requires a proper QoE model which
considers the application-layer QoE parameters that can be
influenced by the HAS algorithm. As different types of service are used (video on demand, live streaming) in different
contexts, different algorithms (or parameter settings) have to
be developed which need to be adjusted accordingly to the
service requirements. Therefore, QoE and context monitoring
has to be implemented and the monitored parameters need to
be integrated in the algorithms’ adaptation decision.
Some of the QoE influence factors can be measured directly
at the client side, e.g., system level parameters related to application level (initial delay, stalling, representation switching)
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or related to device capabilities and screen resolution. Other
influence factors like content level parameters (e.g., used video
codec) or context level parameters (e.g., popularity) might be
obtained directly from the video platform. Additionally, user
preferences should be taken into account, as some users, for
example, may prefer a very low resolution for news or other
content instead of reduced frame rate. Including direct feedback
into the adaptation decisions may overcome this problem, however, activation of users and possibly cheating/selfish behavior
has to be tackled.
Current HAS algorithms are implemented in a network agnostic fashion (i.e., there is no direct information about the
network conditions) and try to estimate/predict the network
situation in the near future. Interfaces which allow an information exchange between application and network to specify
service demands or to specify the network situation could be
beneficial. The additional information from the network layer
can be utilized by the algorithm to adjust the adaptation. Going
one step beyond, whole cross-layer solutions (cf. Economic
Traffic Management solutions for CDN services [162]) can be
beneficial for all stakeholders and could be realized, for example, by Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO, [163])
or the northbound interface of Software-Defined Networking
(SDN, [164]).
B. Network Provider Perspective
Goals and Main Interests: The network provider wants to efficiently utilize network resources and avoid unnecessary costs,
e.g., inter-domain traffic or energy consumption of his network
entities. Moreover, he wants to fulfill his SLAs and provide
good QoS but also QoE to his customers for any services
including HAS. Therefore, the network provider is interested
in QoE monitoring (deployed in his network) to see if there
are any problems in the network. Network dimensioning has
to be applied in order to minimize resources and costs without
degrading QoE. Additionally, the network provider cares about
new business models and SLAs for high quality services (e.g.,
QoE tariffs) to attract new customers.
Lessons Learned:
• Problems stemming from the network can be identified,
but there are many different options for influencing the
data transport in the network.
• Other goal metrics (not only QoE) play an important role
for the network provider (e.g., inter-domain traffic, SLAs).
• Video streaming performance is good when TCP throughput is roughly twice the video bit rate, i.e., there is a
significant system overhead as the expense for reliable
transmission.
• Egoistic client behavior can harm network wide HAS QoE
and is best countered by employing either a centralized
control unit or a cooperative client-proxy based control in
order to establish fair QoE distribution across competing
HAS instances
Challenges and Future Work: The network provider needs
traffic and QoE models in order to understand the relevant
QoE influence factors and the technical factors which can be
influenced. QoE monitoring is required for network dimen-
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sioning, but also for traffic management to avoid QoE problems and resulting customer churn. Therefore, it is relevant
to know which parameters to measure for QoE prediction or
to foresee networking problems, and how to monitor those
parameters technically (on which time scales, on which network
elements, etc.). Existing measurement methodologies (e.g.,
[165] for YouTube QoE in 3G networks), the accuracies of
each approach, and the costs/efforts for the implementation
and operation (CAPEX/OPEX) are highly relevant for network
providers, but would constitute an own survey.
The QoE monitoring results need to be aligned with concrete
traffic management mechanisms (e.g., routing, caching) and
service provisioning (e.g., dynamic bandwidth allocation, prioritization). Additionally, traffic fairness and net neutrality have
to be taken into account, which is a non-trivial problem from
a technical and law perspective. New traffic management approaches, which integrate information from QoE measurements
but possibly also from other stakeholders, have to be developed
to help network providers deliver a high service quality while
reducing their expenses.
C. Video Service Provider Perspective
Goals and Main Interests: The main goals of the video
service provider are optimal QoE and fairness for its end
users. This will lead to a growing number of customers which
will increase revenues. At the same time, the video service
provider wants to minimize costs in terms of storage of videos,
network bandwidth, and energy consumption for data centers
and content delivery networks.
Lessons Learned:
• The usage of H.264 and its successors like H.265/HEVC is
currently recommended also for HAS due to its efficiency.
• Multi-layer codecs allow more download flexibility since
already downloaded parts of the video clip can be enhanced at a later time. This reduces the risk of stalling
but requires increased signaling traffic as several HTTP
requests are needed per segment.
• A H.264/SVC file of a video of a certain bit rate is larger
compared to an H.264/AVC file of the same video (in
same quality). AVC performs better under high latencies,
while SVC adapts more easily to sudden and temporary
bandwidth fluctuations when using a small receiver buffer.
• An adaptation in multiple dimensions is perceived as better
than a single dimension adaptation.
• When preparing the streaming content, a content analysis
could allow for improved video segmentation and selection of the best adaptation dimension(s).
• Larger segment sizes lead to improvements in QoE, higher
coding efficiency, and higher network utilization. However, it has a negative impact on stalling and fairness.
• Image quality is more important for QoE than resolution
due to compression artifacts.
• HAS can take advantage of frame rate adaptation, especially for high motion content where small frame rate
reductions are less visible.
• Establishing a fair bandwidth distribution among clients
and devices may increase the overall QoE of the clients.
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• Reducing quality too much in any dimension will lead to
bad QoE.
Challenges and Future Work: When preparing the content,
the video service provider has to select appropriate parameters
for segment length and representation bit rates. Moreover, the
optimal encodings and adaptation dimensions have to be chosen. The offered representation levels and dimensions should
be aligned to the adaptation algorithm on the end user side.
A content analysis could be incorporated, such that possible
quality switches can be hidden to the greatest extent.
Moreover, technical infrastructure is required to support the
customers. This means, a powerful content delivery network is
needed and proper mechanisms for optimal resource utilization
and load balancing are required, which should be properly
aligned with video codecs and video delivery protocols. The
distribution of the video content has to place the content close
to the end user in order to minimize transmission delays and
increase the throughput. Therefore, smart content placement
and caching strategies can be developed and integrated which
utilize social information about the end users (e.g., TailGate
[166], [167]). Additionally, fairness among customers should
be taken into account, such that all users obtain the same service
quality.
IX. C ONCLUSION
In this work, the evolving research field of HAS was surveyed. To sum up, quality adaptation in video streaming and
its influence on QoE is not well understood so far. It has
been shown by related work that HAS clearly outperforms
classical streaming as it significantly reduces stalling which
is considered to be the worst quality degradation. As current
solutions are not QoE-driven so far and only offer what can be
called a “best effort QoE”, this work outlined the influence of
adaptation on QoE.
From investigating adaptation strategy parameters, it could
be found that stalling, initial delay, memory requirements,
and bandwidth utilization heavily depend on buffer size and
segment size. However, a small buffer of a few segment lengths
was shown to be sufficient for most bandwidth conditions. The
most dominating factor is the adaptation amplitude, for which
a high amplitude (i.e., a detectable quality change) results in
low acceptance and perceived quality. Moreover, the adaptation
frequency should be rather low, as switching is a degradation
itself. Apart from these parameters, also time on each quality
layer and base layer quality influence the QoE of users.
For each adaptation dimension, main findings and QoE
functions have been presented. Multi-dimensional adaptation
outperforms single dimension adaptation, and thus, should be
considered in future HAS mechanisms and content preparation.
The order of importance of the different adaptation dimension
is image quality before frame rate and finally resolution, i.e.,
a decrease of image quality is perceived worst. Although this
order seems to be valid for most video contents, there exist
some video types for which the order can be different.
Beyond the impact of adaptation on pure video QoE, we
also showed that QoE of other applications can be impaired
due to network stability issues, high round trip times, and

decreased TCP performance, which is caused by interactions
between two feedback loops: HAS rate-adaptation logic at the
application layer and TCP congestion control at the transport
layer. In addition, we reviewed a number of measures that
counter subsets of these interactions, ranging from server based
approaches over network based approaches and collaborative
solutions that utilize client-proxy communication.
We discussed numerous related works on the Quality of
Experience of HAS in order to foster future research and
development of new mechanisms. We showed that current
HAS solutions only decide on adaptation based on bandwidth
measurements and buffer levels. Hence, the resulting QoE,
which is affected by adaptation, is not optimal. As a holistic
model would be beneficial for all involved stakeholders, QoE
researchers should aim at multidimensional QoE models, taking
into account all facets of QoE and a systematic approach to
measure HAS QoE. As the context of service consumption has
a big influence on the perceived quality, a concept for context
monitoring has to be developed and implemented. Moreover,
collaborative solutions which include information from other
stakeholders or direct feedback from end users have to be
investigated on the technical side. The information obtained
from other stakeholders can be beneficial in situations in which
only limited information about system, content, user, or context
is available and corresponding parameters are estimated. Thus,
future HAS solutions should be QoE-driven, context aware,
and collaborative, such that especially end users but also all
other involved stakeholders benefit from improved adaptation
decisions and improved quality of video streaming services.
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